A longstanding idea in the literature on human cooperation is that cooperation should be reinforced when conditional cooperators are more likely to interact. In the context of social networks, this idea implies that cooperation should fare better in highly clustered networks such as cliques than in networks with low clustering such as random networks. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a series of experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk, in which 24 individuals played a local public goods game arranged on one of five network topologies that varied between disconnected cliques and a random regular graph. In contrast with previous work, we found that network topology had no significant effect on average contributions. This result implies either that individuals are not conditional cooperators, or else that cooperation does not benefit from positive reinforcement between connected neighbors. We then tested both of these possibilities in two subsequent series of experiments in which artificial "seed" players were introduced, making either full or zero contributions. First, we found that although players did generally behave like conditional cooperators, they were as likely to decrease their contributions in response to low contributing neighbors as they were to increase their contributions in response to high contributing neighbors. Second, we found that positive effects of cooperation did not spread beyond direct neighbors in the network. In total we report on 113 human subjects experiments, highlighting the speed, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness of web-based experiments over those conducted in physical labs.
INTRODUCTION
The idea that cooperative behavior might arise as a consequence of the population structure was initially proposed in the context of evolutionary biology [Hamilton 1964 ]. This notion has particular relevance for social dilemmas among human actors, where the total population is large, but the effects of any one individual's actions fall disproportionately on a relatively small set of neighbors determined either by spatial or social proximity. For example, smog or acid rain causing pollutants disproportionately impact geographically proximate populations; thus one can think of the game as playing out on some approximation of a spatial lattice. Correspondingly, the benefit derived from social networking sites (e.g. Facebook) is highly dependent on the activities and contributions of one's immediate social acquaintances, whose identities in turn depend some complicated mixture of social and spatial distance [Watts et al. 2002] . Because in either case an individual's neighbors are themselves connected to others, who are in turn connected to others still, and so on, the dynamics of social dilemmas can be thought of as taking place on extended networks [Newman 2003; Strogatz 2001] . In these settings, out- Authors' addresses: suri@yahoo-inc.com, djw@yahoo-inc.com comes of interest, such as aggregate levels of cooperation, plausibly depend on the structure of the network as well as on the strategies of the individuals in the population [Nowak et al. 2010 ].
There are two main reasons to suspect that cooperation should depend on network structure. The first reason is that many theoretical models of social dilemmas assume that cooperation is conditional, in the sense that an individual will only cooperate on the condition that its partners are also cooperating. Arguably the clearest example of the principle of conditional cooperation is the celebrated Tit-For-Tat strategy, which has consistently been shown to outperform more exploitative strategies in a range of simulation studies, in large part because it performs well when interacting with other cooperative strategies [Axelrod 1984 ]. In addition, related strategies have also been proposed that generalize the idea of conditional cooperation to multi-player settings [Watts 1999; Glance and Huberman 1993] , usually by specifying some form of threshold requirement-i.e. "I will cooperate if at least X of my neighbors cooperated last round, else I will defect." Regardless of the specifics of the rule, the implication of these results for networks is that networks characterized by high levels of local clustering [Watts and Strogatz 1998 ], meaning that an individual's neighbors are also likely to be neighbors of each other, ought to sustain higher aggregate levels of cooperation than populations in which individuals are randomly mixed [Axelrod and Hamilton 1981] . Put another way, local reinforcement would imply that when an individual's neighbors also interact with each other, they are in a better position to reinforce one another's pro-social behavior, and so may be expected to resist "invasion" by defecting strategies better than when each neighbor interacts with a different set of others.
The second reason to suspect that network structure should impact cooperation is that cooperation in networks might be "contagious". Specifically, if A is a conditional cooperator surrounded mostly by cooperating neighbors, A will cooperate more; but then A's increased cooperation may cause its remaining neighbors to cooperate more as well. These neighbors may in turn cause their neighbors to cooperate more as well, and so on, leading to a cascade of cooperation that sustains itself over multiple steps. In fact, recently it has been claimed that cooperation is characterized by a "three degrees of influence" rule [Fowler and Christakis 2010] , meaning that an individual who increases his or her level of cooperation can positively impact the contribution of an individual who is three steps removed from them in the network. Because the number of individuals who can be reached within three degrees of a cooperating individual will in general depend on the non-local structure of the network [Watts and Strogatz 1998 ], the presence of social contagion would imply that network features other than local clustering should also impact aggregate cooperation levels.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In contrast with standard public goods games, in which participants' contributions are shared among members of the same group, here participants are arranged in a network and their payoff is only affected by the actions of their neighbors. To reflect this change, players' payoffs are defined by the function π i = e i − c i + a k+1 j∈Γ(i) c j , where the last term is summed over Γ(i), the network neighborhood ACM SIGecom Exchanges, Vol. 10, No. 2, June 2011, Pages 3-8 · 5
of i (which we define to include i itself), and k is the vertex degree (all nodes in all networks have the same degree). Therefore, i's contributions are, in effect, divided equally among the edges of the graph that are incident on i, where payoffs are correspondingly summed over i's edges. Critically, when 1 < a < k+1 meaning that the marginal per capita return M = a k+1 lies in the range 0 < M < 1 players face a social dilemma in the sense that social welfare is maximized when all individuals contribute the maximum amount, but players have a selfish incentive to free ride on the contributions of others. Aside from adapting the payoff function to the network setting, our experimental design was kept as similar as possible to previous work in order to make comparisons possible [Fehr and Gachter 2000] . For example, we ran each experiment for 10 rounds and set M = 0.4.
We chose networks that spanned a wide range of possible structures between a collection of four disconnected cliques at one extreme, and a random regular graph at the other. All networks comprised n = 24 players, each with constant vertex degree k = 5; however, they varied with respect to three frequently studied structural parameters, (a) the clustering coefficient C = 2 n n i=i Ki k(k−1) where K i is the number of completed triangles in node i's neighborhood; (b) the average path length L = d ij where the average distance between all pairs of nodes is taken over each connected component; and (c) the diameter D = max d ij , which is the distance between the farthest two nodes. The clustering coefficient of node i is computed by dividing the number of triangles incident on i by the number of triangles possible given i's degree. The clustering coefficient of a network, which is the average clustering coefficient over all nodes, is therefore a local measure of structure that captures the extent to which the neighbors of i are also neighbors of each other. The average path length and diameter, by contrast, are global network measures that quantify the extent to which effects can propagate along chains of network ties.
If the "reinforcement" hypothesis, outlined above, is correct the actions of an individual's neighbors ought to be dependent on the actions of their neighbors. Hence the experience of the focal individual will depend on the density of interaction between his or her immediate neighbors, which is measured by the clustering coefficient. Correspondingly, if the "contagion" hypothesis is correct, the focal individual's experience will depend in addition on the actions of individuals by two or more steps away and hence on the distribution of path lengths. Thus our choice of topologies was specifically designed to highlight the importance both of local reinforcement and contagion.
RESULTS
In the first set of network experiments all positions in the network were filled by human players recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Because individual contributions tended to vary considerably from one experiment to the next, and different players were likely to play at different times of day, we conducted multiple realizations of the experiment for each topology. In total, we conducted 23 experiments in random order. Surprisingly, we did not find significant differences in the average contributions in each round for the various topologies. Moreover, we did not find large differences in the distribution of individual contributions over each round, or in the average contributions of groups defined by the network topologies over each round. Thus we conclude that topology does not exert a noticeable impact on contributions at any level: individual, group, or aggregate.
The absence of topological dependency of contributions suggests that one or both of the hypotheses outlined above (reinforcement and contagion) must be wrong. We therefore conducted two further series of experiments designed to test the reinforcement and contagion hypotheses respectively. In the first series of 30 experiments we followed the same design as above, but with the key difference that in each experiment four nodes were selected and their contributions were all artificially fixed either at 10 (the "cooperative" condition) or 0 (the "defection" condition) for all rounds. Thus, we were able test the reinforcement hypothesis by directly measuring the positive/negative influence of unconditional cooperators/defectors on their immediate neighbors. The seed players were arranged in order to cover the network, meaning that each human player was adjacent to precisely one seed player (in the random regular case, a perfect cover arrangement did not exist for the selected network; thus a close approximation was used instead). An advantage of this arrangement, is that all human players were subjected to the same experimentally manipulated influence.
The presence of cooperating seeds stimulated consistently higher aggregate contributions from the remaining 20 players, while the presence of defecting seeds had the opposite effect. Possessing a high (or low) contributing neighbor therefore did increase (or decrease) the average contribution levels; thus our subjects were indeed behaving as conditional cooperators. Nevertheless the effect of the seed players was not consistently bigger in the graphs with the highest clustering. For example the effect of the seed nodes in a network of disjoint cliques, which had the maximum number of triangles incident on each node, was very similar to the effect of the seeds nodes in the random regular network, which had fewer than 1/10th as many triangles. This result implies that two nodes that form a triangle with a cooperating (or defecting) seed do not have an appreciably larger (or smaller) average contribution level then two disconnected nodes with a cooperating (or defecting) seed neighbor in common. Mutual reinforcement of the contributions among the neighbors of a seed node is largely absent, whether or not there is an edge between the neighbors.
Next, in a series of 20 experiments over 2 weeks, we tested the contagion hypothesis by keeping the number of unconditionally cooperating seeds constant at four per network (we did not introduce unconditional defectors in these experiments), but concentrating them together into two adjacent pairs. This arrangement of seeds exposed some human players to two unconditional cooperators as immediate neighbors, while others were not exposed to any seeds directly, but were connected indirectly to the seeds via a human intermediary. If positive contagion were present in the network, we would expect to see nodes at distance two from the seeds increase their contributions relative to the all-human (i.e. no seeds) condition. Quite to the contrary, in fact, the two-step neighbors of the cooperating seeds contributed slightly less than the nodes in the corresponding network positions contributed in the all-human experiments. · 7
DISCUSSION
Returning to our original motivation, theoretical arguments in favor of an association between network structure and cooperation invoke two related ideas: first, that individuals are conditional cooperators, increasing their contributions in response to the increased contributions of their neighbors; and second, that positive effects of conditional cooperation should propagate through the network via a process of contagion. In this paper, we have tested the effects of network topology on contribution levels in a standard public goods game, finding no significant effects. In addition, we conducted two separate rounds of experiments-one to test for the presence of conditional cooperation, and the other to test for the possibility of positive contagion. Although we do find strong evidence of conditional cooperation, we do not find evidence of positive contagion in the standard sense of multi-step propagation along a sequence of ties in a static network.
Our explanation for these results is that the theoretical arguments cited above emphasize the positive aspect of conditional cooperation, yet conditional cooperation implies not only that players increase their contributions in response to cooperative neighbors, but also that they decrease their contributions in response to defecting neighbors. Although it is the case that highly clustered networks offer more opportunities for positive effects to reinforce each other than random networks, they also offer more opportunities for negative effects to reinforce each other as well. By contrast, in random graphs where there is very little clustering, neither cooperation nor defection get reinforced and seeds act as influence blockers preventing either positive or negative influence from propagating among neighbors.
Finally, we close by noting that in contrast with our results here, network structure has been found to have very striking effects in coordination games [Kearns et al. 2006; Kearns et al. 2009 ]. What could account for the for the difference? In the case of coordination games, if node A chooses an action that results in a lack of coordination with neighbor B, then B has a clear incentive to change its action. In turn, if this results in a lack of coordination with C which is a neighbor of B and not A, this can result in contagion. In a cooperation setting, by contrast, B need not change its action in response to A because the incentives do not enforce such a tight coupling of neighbors actions. Although subtle, we suspect that this difference between coordination and cooperation games is responsible for the respective presence and absence of network effects. This observation in turn leads to an interesting open question-under what theoretical conditions should one expect to see contagion over networks with fixed neighbors? In demonstrating that not all dynamic games on networks exhibit contagion we hope that our findings will provoke new theoretical hypotheses along these lines, as well as new experiments to test them.
